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A procedure for measuring the acoustic scattering matrix coefficients of a duct discontinuity for
higher order acoustic duct mode propagation conditions is described and tested. The technique
requires measurement of pressure waves per mode coming in and out of the discontinuity. Assuming
N cut-on modes, the �2N�2 scattering matrix coefficients are determined after repeating the
experiment for N linearly independent pressure distributions for at least two load configurations.
Experiments were conducted for a straight duct and a reactive chamber. A good agreement was
found between experiment and theory except near cut-off frequencies. The overdetermination
method based on four loads was shown to improve the results. An analytical simulation of the
experiment was developed to compute the influence on the �S� calculation of an error in temperature
and total modal pressure assumed to be representative of a real measurement situation. This
simulation with a discussion explains the discrepancies between experiment and theory. The test
with the chamber shows that the load method fails as expected in determining the coefficients
associated to the wave coming in the discontinuity from the open end side because of the property
of the middle duct to filter modes making the results very sensitive to uncertainties. © 2006
Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.2354040�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sound propagation in duct systems is a problem of con-
siderable practical interest for automotive, building, and
aeronautic industries. A pipe system is usually considered as
a network of straight ducts coupled together via various pas-
sive elements such as mufflers, bends, T-sections, etc. In or-
der to analyze and optimize sound transmission, reflection,
and radiation through and from those basic elements a for-
malism based on transfer matrix method1,2 has been devel-
oped and most often used by manufacturers to design, for
example, exhaust lines and air conditioning circuits. The
scattering matrix formalism which uses the traveling wave
amplitudes as state variables has been shown to be more
attractive than transfer or mobility matrices since it reflects
the fundamental waveguide nature of the problem allowing
one to develop, for example, a general proposal for analyzing
acoustic two-port networks3,4 or to deduce acoustic energy
dissipation or production in a multiport.5

Over the years a number of papers have been published
on techniques based on two-loads and two source methods to
perform measurements of the scattering matrix for plane
wave propagation condition.6,7

Until now no specific measurement procedure which can
be applied in higher order mode propagation conditions has
been achieved. Only investigations on experimental methods
to measure reflection and transmission matrices of disconti-
nuities in a duct have been conducted.8,9
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The aim of the paper is to present and test a method to
measure the scattering matrix �S� of a discontinuity for
higher order mode propagation conditions. Unlike the reflec-
tion or transmission matrices, the scattering matrix of size
2N�2N �N being the number of cut-on modes� gives a more
complete description of the discontinuity. Indeed it is inde-
pendent of the open end duct conditions and can then be
integrated in computer programs used for the conception of
complex duct networks.

In Sec. II, after presenting the definition of the scattering
matrix, the theory which the method is based on is described.
In Sec. III, the experimental facility, the two duct disconti-
nuities tested, and the procedure which leads to the determi-
nation of the scattering matrix are detailed. In the Sec. IV the
experimental results are compared with theory for both duct
configurations. Moreover an analytical simulation of the ex-
periment is performed to study the sensibility of the �S� co-
efficients to some parameters of the experiment such as tem-
perature, microphone locations, and modal coefficients and
used to explain some discrepancies observed between experi-
ment and theory.

II. THEORETICAL BASIS

A. Definition of the scattering matrix †S‡
of a discontinuity

The scattering matrix �S� of a discontinuity �in grey in
Fig. 1� located between the axial coordinates zL on side I and
zR on side II �L and R mean, respectively, the left side and
right side of the discontinuity� and linked to two waveguides

is a linear relationship between the incoming pressure wave
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vector �Pin�2N= �Pmn
I+ �zL� , Pmn

II−�zR��N
t and the outcoming pres-

sure wave vector �Pout�2N= �Pmn
I− �zL� , Pmn

II+�zR��N
t where N is

the number of modes in both cross sections:10

�Pout�2N = �S�2N�2N � �Pin�2N with �1�

�S� = ��S11�N�N �S12�N�N

�S21�N�N �S22�N�N
�

2N�2N
.

This matrix, which depicts only the discontinuity, is indepen-
dent of the upstream and downstream acoustic conditions
and is filled by �2N�2 coefficients:

Smn,pq
kl , k,1 = 1,2 and m,n,p,q = 1,2, . . . ,N .

The physical meaning of each elementary matrix is as fol-
lows: �Smn,pq

11 �N�N is the reflection of the wave coming in
the element from the left side; �Smn,pq

21 �N�N is the transmis-
sion of the wave coming in the element from the left side;
�Smn,pq

22 �N�N is the reflection of the wave coming in the
element from the right side; �Smn,pq

12 �N�N is the transmis-
sion of the wave coming in the element from the right
side.

B. Theory of the procedure to measure the scattering
matrix †S‡ of a discontinuity

In no flow conditions, the fluid is assumed to be ideal
and linear acoustic theory to be valid. As the discontinuity
under test is connected to and between two hard wall cylin-
drical ducts with radius a �main duct� at axial coordinates zL

and zR �Fig. 1�, the acoustic pressure distribution in the main
duct is written11 in cylindrical coordinates �r ,� ,z� as

p�r,�,z,t� = 	
m=−�

+�

	
n=0

�

Pmn�z��mn
a �r,��e−i�t, �2�

where �mn
a �r ,��=Jm��mn /a�eim� are the eigenfunctions; the

integers m and n are, respectively, the angular wave num-
ber and the radial number �m=0, n=0 is the plane wave�;
Jm is the Bessel function of the first kind of order m;
�mn /a is the nth root satisfying the radial hard wall bound-
ary condition on the wall of the main duct Jm� ��mn /a�=0.
The total modal pressure coefficients Pmn�z� in the cross
sections located at axial coordinates zL and zR are given by
the following relationship:

Pmn�z� = �Pmn
+ �z� + Pmn

− �z�� , �3�

where pressure waves traveling in the positive and negative z
directions are depicted, respectively, in regions I and II by

I± I± ±ikmnz II± II± ±ikmnz

FIG. 1. Waves coming in and out of the discontinuity in gray from sides I
and II.
Pmn�z�=Pmn�0�e and Pmn�z�=Pmn�0�e . kmn
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=
k2− ��mn /a�2 is the axial wave number of mode �m ,n�
in the main duct, k=2�f /c0, f the frequency, and c0 the
speed of sound in air.

The �2N�2 coefficients of �S� are solutions of the follow-
ing system deduced from Eq. �1�:

�Smn,pq
kl �2N�2N = �Pout�2N�2N � �Pin�2N�2N

−1 . �4�

To fill the 2N columns of �Pout�2N�2N and �Pin�2N�2N, 2N
linearly independent modal pressure distributions have to
be produced and measured by the experiment in both cross
sections located at zL and zR and incident and reflected
modal pressure waves separated.

III. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA
PROCESSING

The measurement of �S� was carried out with the duct
facility built under a grant with E.E.C. during the Ducat
program,12 which was already used to measure reflection and
transmission matrices.9 The pressure distributions measured
in two closed cross sections before and after the duct under
test by two pairs of microphones are Fourier Lommel’s
transform13 then the incident and reflected modes are
separated.9 If N is now the number of cut-on modes, a “se-
lective” computation of the 2N�2N coefficients of �S� is
then performed after a process based on the generation of N
independent incident fields for two- or six-load cases de-
pending on the direct or overdetermination procedure is
achieved. The load method was chosen instead of the source7

one because of practical considerations.

A. Hardware

The facility is installed in the anechoic chamber of the
University of Technology of Compiegne. The equipment is
made of 0.5-m-long duct components with 0.01-m-thick steel
wall which all have a 0.148-m internal diameter except of
course part of the test duct element. From the left to the right
of the schema �Fig. 2� are shown the following elements:

�1� Absorbent element to avoid reflection upstream.
�2� The source section with three acoustic drivers flushed

mounted in a z line. The axial distance between two
drivers is 0.15 m. All this section can rotate over 360°.

�3� The measurement duct element I which can rotate over
360° is supporting a boom traversing on the radius with
a B&K sound intensity probe attached and directed to-
ward the z axis. The distance between the 1/4 in. micro-
phones is 0.054 m according to well-known
conditions.8,13,14

�4� The 0.5-m-long duct element which will be part of the
test configuration.

�5� The measurement duct element II is identical to the duct
element I.

Noise is radiated in the anechoic chamber through an
unflanged inlet duct which constitutes the load. The different
load conditions will be created by changing only the length
of this duct. Angular and radial displacements are provided

by step by step motors. A working station automatically op-
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erates the rotation of the source section, the choice of the
axial source, and the displacements of the probe in the r and
� directions. It also supplies the noise generation to sources
and the acquisition through an analog-digital converter of the
signals issued from the four microphones.

B. The data processing

The experimental procedure is divided into the follow-
ing steps:

�1� For each load and source configuration:

�a� Collect the frequency spectra of the total
modal coefficients in two closed cross sec-
tions located in both measurement duct ele-
ments.

�b� Separate the incident and reflected modal
pressure vectors.

�2� Postprocess the incident and reflected modal pressure
vectors on both sides of the test duct element for the N
source configurations and two or several loads to get the in
and out wave matrices in zL and zR.

�3� Compute the scattering matrix.

1. Data collection and reduction

During the first step described in Fig. 3 the acoustic
driver is driven with a white noise signal that is band limited
to 0–2700 Hz. For this duct radius and frequency range the
total adimensional wave number ka is lower than 3.8. There-
fore only N�5 modes �0,0�; �±1,0�; �±2,0� are cut-on. The
transfer functions between the amplifier and microphone sig-
nals provide, after calibration, the amplitude and phase of the
local total acoustic pressure normalized by the level of the
amplifier. The origin of the z axis is then given by the refer-
ence phase that is in the source z axis position. A 240-point
discretization of the acoustic pressure field measured in each
of the two pairs of cross-section areas is achieved by rotating
the measurement duct section at 16 positions equally spaced

FIG. 2. Experimental setup.
by 22.5° and displacing the probe to 15 radial positions.
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Then modal decomposition by a Fourier-Lommel’s
transform8,13 for m=−7 to +7 and n=0 to 3 is achieved lead-
ing to the cut-on or cut-off complex modal pressure coeffi-
cients in both pairs of cross-section areas. The incident and
reflected modal vectors are then separated and computed at
zL and zR.

All this procedure is repeated for all source configura-
tions and loads. To compute the 100 coefficients of the ma-
trix �S�, at least 10 experiments �5 source configurations and
2 loads� have to be performed. The 5 source configurations
and loads have been chosen8 to ensure generation of linearly
independent input modal vectors. The coordinates of the
source and the characteristics of the loads used are given in
Table I.

2. Data postprocessing „Fig. 4…

At the end of the first step the modal coefficient vectors
�Pmn

I+ �zL���Pmn
II+�zR�� of the positive waves and �Pmn

I− �zL��
��Pmn

II−�zR�� of the negative waves are available at each side
of the discontinuity for each source and load configurations
and the matrices �Pin�2N�2N and �Pout�2N�2N are filled. The
scattering matrix is then deduced from the relationship Eq.
�4� during the second step as shown in Fig. 4.

Equation �4� can be solved in two ways:

�1� With the “selective” method, the rank of �S� is linked to
the number of cut-on modes and will then depend upon
the frequency. Only the propagating modes are taken
into account assuming that the influence of the cut-off
modes can be neglected.

�2� With the “global” method, the rank of �S� is constant
being independent of the frequency and fixed in relation
to the higher limit of the frequency band studied, i.e.,
2700 Hz, N=5 and the rank of �S�=100 in our experi-
ment. The overall modal basis is considered including

FIG. 3. Flow chart of the data collection in both closed duct sections and
separation procedure.
the nonpropagating modes.
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Later on in this paper �Sec. V C 2�, the experimental
results of the calculation of a �S� coefficient �Fig. 19� de-
duced from both techniques will be compared and show they
provide nearly the same result. Therefore the “selective”
method has been chosen to solve Eq. �4�. It is well known
that this direct method based upon the inversion of the
�Pin�2N�2N matrix �Eq. �4�� leads to numerical problems. To
avoid this difficulty an overdetermination technique15,16 of-
ten used to solve a system where the number of equations
L�N �L	2� is higher than 2N the number of unknowns was
developed. The scattering matrix �S� is then now deduced
from the relationship:17

�S�2N�2N
T = ��*�Pin�2N��L�N�

��Pin�2N��L�N�
T �−1

�*�Pin�2N��L�N�� . �Pout�2N��L�N�
T . �5�

The columns of the rectangular matrices �Pin�2N��L�N� and
�Pout�2N��L�N� are filled by repeating N experiments asso-
ciated to N source configurations for L=4 or 6 load con-
figurations ensuring8 again that the L�N pressure distri-

TABLE I. Coordinates of the source and length of the load configurations.

Configuration
No.

Angular
position

�S
j �°� of the
source

Axial
position

zS
j �cm� of the

source

Length of the
load

E �cm�

1 0 0 0
2 120 +15 3
3 240 −15 6
4 8.5 0 9
5 128.5 +15 12
6 248.5 −15 18
7 17 0 0
8 137 +15 3
9 257 −15 6
10 25.5 0 9
11 145.5 +15 12
12 265.5 −15 18
13 34 0 0
14 154 +15 3
15 274 −15 6
16 42.5 0 9
17 162.5 +15 12
18 282.5 −15 18
19 51 0 0
20 171 +15 3
21 291 −15 6
22 59.5 0 9
23 179.5 +15 12
24 299.5 −15 18
25 68 0 0
26 188 +15 3
27 308 −15 6
28 76.5 0 9
29 196.5 +15 12
30 316.5 −15 18
butions are linearly independent.
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C. The configurations tested

The axial positions zR and zL defined in Fig. 1 corre-
spond, respectively, to the axial coordinates of the two mi-
crophones located on each side of the duct under test. Then
the duct element for which the scattering matrix is measured
is 1 m long including the 0.5-m-long test duct and parts of
the measurement ducts. The two discontinuities tested are
symmetrical in relation to the duct axis and to the axial cen-
terline. The first configuration is a 0.5-m-long element duct
which is identical to the other elements. It has been chosen to
become a reference test because its theoretical scattering ma-
trix is well known �Appendix B� and also because the ex-
perimental conditions are more favorable with respect to the
stationary wave problem. The second configuration is a re-
active type chamber shown in Fig. 5 which introduces more
complicated measurement conditions. It is made with the ref-
erence 0.5-m-long straight duct in which a 5.5-cm-diam axi-
symmetric cylindrical duct is mounted.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To analyze the experimental results several theoretical
developments have been achieved:

FIG. 4. Flow chart of the scattering matrix coefficients calculation.
FIG. 5. The reactive muffler located between zL and zR.
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�1� A theoretical calculation of �S� for both configurations
which the experimental results are compared with.

�2� An analytical simulation of the experiment and an error
calculation on the determination of �Pmn

I+ �zL�� and
�Pmn

I− �zL�� by the separation procedure to discuss the dis-
crepancies between experiment and theory.

Among the �2N�2=100 coefficients �N=5� of �S� only
typical results for the plane wave and for higher order modes
m=1 and 2 are presented emphasizing the symmetry proper-
ties of both discontinuities.

A. Influence of errors

The resulting error on the calculation of �S� will depend
on two things: �1� the errors in the input measured data, i.e.,
temperature, transfer functions, and position of the micro-
phones; and �2� the sensivity to errors in the input data of the
calculation formulas, i.e., induct modal decomposition, inci-
dent and reflected waves separation, and calculation of �S�.

During a previous study14 on the influence of errors on
the two-microphone separation method assuming plane wave
propagation condition, some practical conclusions about the
overall length of the duct, the reflective conditions on the
source and open end sides were drawn in order to keep error
in the transfer function estimate at 1% in the magnitude and
0.6° in phase. Also as a result of this study, a condition on
the distance d between microphones which has to be re-
spected in order to avoid a very large sensitivity to errors in
input data during the separation procedure was deduced. In
our experiment this distance d was chosen equal to 5.4 cm in
order to respect this condition leading to an upper frequency
limit of 2700 Hz �Sec. III A�. For higher order mode propa-
gation conditions, the sensitivity to the modal decomposition
technique in the microphone location and signal to noise
ratio was already discussed during previous works.18 Assum-
ing the technique to be a generalization of this developed for
plane wave case8,19 the optimal distance of separation was
extended to higher order mode propagation conditions.

The calculation of error presented in this paper based
upon a direct simulation of the experiment described in the
following begins by the separation procedure and includes
the calculation of �S�, then excluding the sensitivity to errors
in the input data to the modal decomposition stage which is
therefore considered as a known input data to the simulation
program as shown in Fig. 6. Moreover, an analytical calcu-
lation of the error produced by the separation process based
on a first-order Taylor expansion of the calculation formulas
is presented in Appendix D. Results of this study will em-
phasize for higher order mode propagation condition the
high sensitivity of this step to errors in input data such as
temperature and total modal pressure when the frequency
becomes very close to the cut-off mode frequency while for
the plane wave the sensitivity to the error on temperature can
be neglected compared to the error on total modal pressure.20

Another effect to be considered is the influence from the
nonpropagating mode on the measurement of �S�. According
to a study which discusses this matter for the plane wave
case14 the microphones should not be placed closer than

about 10 mm from the discontinuity or a sample to avoid the
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effect of near field. For higher order mode propagation con-
dition when the frequency approaches the cut-off frequency
the influence of the evanescent mode increases as the “damp-
ing” length becomes long. In the present study the modal
basis which the decomposition technique is calculated with,
includes all modes up to m= ±7, n=3 whatever the fre-
quency is �Sec. III B 1� avoiding the influence of the evanes-
cent modes up to the separation step included in the fre-
quency band studied. Another problem is to include in the
calculation of the matrix �S� the conversion coefficients in
reflection and transmission from a cut-on mode to a cut-off
mode which assumes the modal basis used in Eq. �4� is ex-
tended to the nonpropagating modes. It will be shown in Sec.
V C 2 that for an axisymmetric discontinuity in the fre-
quency domain down to the cutoff frequency of the �0,1�
and as the distance between the discontinuity and the mea-
surement cross section is far enough, the influence of the
evanescent modes can be neglected. This assumption was
already verified in previous studies where reflection and
transmission matrices were measured.8,9

Then the direct simulation program has provided the cal-
culation of error produced through the matrix scattering for-
mulas for a 5° error on temperature and �1°, 5%� error on,
respectively, the phase and the amplitude of the total modal
pressure coefficients measured in both cross section values
assumed to be representative of a real measurement situation.

B. Theoretical simulation of the experiment

1. Theory of the simulation

Figure 7 shows the duct arrangement used to simulate
the experiment. It is made of the duct element located be-
tween zL and zR and defined by its theoretical scattering ma-
trix �S�. On the left side of this duct element a semi-infinite
duct is supporting the source section and on the right side a
finite length duct is radiating outside through an infinite
baffled open end. The total pressures in the four cross sec-

FIG. 6. Flow chart of the error estimation by a simulation process of the
experiment.
tions where the microphones are located are then calculated
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analytically for each source and load configuration listed in
Table I. To perform this simulation the following analytical
calculations have to be carried out:

�1� The scattering matrix �S� �Appendices A and B�.
�2� The impedance matrix �Zmn,pq�N�N of the open end

reflection.19

�3� The incident pressure matrix in the semi-infinite duct
�Pmn

I+ �zL��N�N deduced for each of the N source configu-
rations �Table I� assuming a point source defined by its
amplitude As=1 and phase 
s=0 and located at
�zs ,�s ,a�.

�4� The modal pressure coefficients in both duct cross-
section areas for all sources and loads configurations
given in Table I �Appendix C�.

2. The simulation procedure

The flow chart of the simulation procedure is described
in Fig. 6. Its validation was carried out by introducing the
theoretical values of �S� and verifying that when no errors
are assumed the procedure results in the same matrix �S�.
The sensitivity of �S� to errors on the following parameters
were then studied by introducing errors on the temperature,
modulus and phase of the modal pressure coefficients, and
axial positions of the microphones.

C. Experimental results

1. Straight duct
Influence of the number of loads on the experimental

results. The advantage of the overdetermination procedure
over the direct method is clear in Fig. 8 where the variations
of the transmission coefficient of the plane wave S00,00

1,2 vs ka
for two and six loads are compared with theory. All “insta-
bilities” in the high frequency domain have been avoided
when the overdetermination method is performed. As a con-
sequence, all other results presented in the paper were carried
out with the overdetermination method with six loads.

Analysis of some �S� coefficients. The modulus of the
transmission coefficients �S00,00

1,2 ;S00,00
2,1 � and reflection ones

�S00,00
1,1 ;S00,00

2,2 � for the plane wave �0,0� coming in the discon-
tinuity from the left and right sides respectively, are plotted
versus ka up to 3.8 and compared to the analytical results in
Fig. 9. In Fig. 10 the same results are presented for the
higher order mode case �−1,0�. At once the three following

FIG. 7. Duct configuration of the simulation process.
comments have to be made:
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�1� The experimental curves Sm0,m0
2,1 , Sm0,m0

1,1 are nearly super-
imposed on, respectively, Sm0,m0

1,2 , Sm0,m0
2,2 for m=0,−1

verifying the symmetry property of the element with re-
spect to its median plan.

�2� The experiment underestimates the theoretical transmis-
sion coefficients for both modes near the cut-off fre-
quency, for 1.5�ka�2 and for ka close to 3. Also a
slow increase with frequency from 0 at the cut-off fre-
quency to 1 instead of the step function predicted by
theory is evident for m=−1.

�3� The experimental reflection coefficients oscillate be-
tween 0 and 0.2 reaching higher values near cut-off fre-
quencies in opposite to the theory which predicts no
reflection.

FIG. 8. Comparison with theory for the straight duct configuration of
�S00,00

2,1 �, the experimental transmission coefficient vs ka of the plane wave
mode traveling from the left to the right side deduced from the direct and
overdetermination methods.

FIG. 9. Comparison with theory for the straight duct configuration of: �a�
�S00,00

2,1 � and �S00,00
1,2 � the experimental transmission coefficients vs ka of the

plane wave mode traveling, respectively, from the left to the right side and
from the right to the left side; �b� �S00,00

1,1 � and �S00,00
2,2 � the experimental reflec-

tion coefficients vs ka of plane wave mode coming in the straight duct from

the left side and from the right side, respectively.
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The effect on the coefficients S−10,−10
2,1 and S−10,−10

1,1 of
a 5° discrepancy on temperature and �1° ,5% � error on, re-
spectively, the phase and the amplitude of modal pressure
coefficients in two of the cross-section areas was estimated
with the simulation procedure. In Fig. 11 the comparison
between simulated and experimental results points out that
these coefficients are very sensitive to errors but only in the
frequency domain very close to the cut-off mode frequency.
In Appendix D, this influence is shown to come from the
sensitivity of the separation procedure in the input data such
as temperature and total modal pressure explaining only part
of the difference between experiment and theory. Indeed the
periodic oscillation on the reflection coefficient and the slow
variation of the transmission coefficient noticed before on
mode m=−1 are not due to errors but caused by a physical
phenomenon which is probably, as justified in the following,
produced by a vibration of the duct wall. Indeed, the step
variation of the theoretical transmission coefficient at the
cut-off frequency and the nonreflection assume that the nor-
mal velocity on the wall is zero. But it is well known that
this condition is not realistic and a coupling between acoustic
duct cavity and duct wall vibration always occurs and can
become stronger particularly when the frequency approaches
by upper values the mode cut-off frequency.

Typical experimental results of the conversion coef-
ficients of mode m=−1 into m=0 in transmission and reflec-
tion for waves coming in the discontinuity from the left and
the right sides, respectively, are plotted in Fig. 12. All coef-
ficients are lower than 0.1 except near the cut-off frequencies
of modes. This result verifies the property of axisymmetry of
the element which leads theoretically to no conversion be-

FIG. 10. For the straight duct configuration: �a� Comparison with theory of
�S−10,−10

2,1 � and �S−10,−10
1,2 � the transmission coefficients vs ka of mode �−1,0�

traveling, respectively, from the left to the right side and from the right to
the left side; �b� �S−10,−10

1,1 � and �S−10,−10
2,2 � the experimental reflection coeffi-

cients vs ka of mode �−1,0� coming in the straight duct from the left side
and from the right side, respectively.
tween angular modes. Moreover, the couples of curves
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�S00,−10
2,1 ;S00,−10

1,2 � and �S00,−10
1,1 ;S00,−10

2,2 � are nearly superimposed
verifying the assumption of symmetry of the element with
respect to its median plan.

2. The Chamber

The modulus of the transmission coefficients
�Smn,mn

1,2 ;Smn,mn
2,1 � and reflection coefficients �Smn,mn

2,2 ;Smn,mn
1,1 �

FIG. 11. For the straight duct configuration comparison between experiment
and simulation with a 5° error on temperature and �1° ,5% � errors on,
respectively, the phase and the amplitude of the modal pressure coefficient:
�a� �S−10,−10

2,1 � the transmission coefficient vs ka and �b� �S−10,−10
1,1 � the reflection

coefficient vs ka.

FIG. 12. For the straight duct configuration the experimental conversion
coefficients of mode �−1,0� into �0,0� vs ka: �a� �S00,−10

2,1 � and �S00,−10
1,2 � in

1,1 2,2
transmission; �b� �S00,−10� and �S00,−10� in reflection.
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through the duct element which contains the chamber for
waves traveling from the left and the right sides are plotted
for m=0, 1, and 2 and compared to the analytical results in
Figs. 13, 14, and 16, respectively.

For the plane wave m=0 �Fig. 13� the agreement be-
tween experiment and theory is good but some differences
have to be noticed:

�1� For 1.5�ka�2 and around ka=3 the experimental
transmission coefficient is smaller than the theoretical
one as already observed before with the straight element
and justified by a vibroacoustic coupling.

�2� The symmetry of the discontinuity with respect to its
median plan is verified for ka�2. The small diameter
duct is filtering the pressure distributed on mode m=1
for 1.8�ka�2.51 and m=2 for 3.05�ka�4.16 �Table
II� leading to a worse signal to noise ratio downstream of
the chamber and then noisier coefficients S00,00

1,2 and S00,00
2,2

for waves traveling from the right to the left.
�3� Just below ka=3.8 the cut-off frequency of the mode

�0,1� the shift between experimental and theoretical
minima and maxima is produced because the conversion
of mode �0,1� into �0,0� is not taken into account by the
analytical model.

The incident pressure P10
I+�z� on mode m=1 on the

source side is filtered by the chamber for 1.84�ka�2.51
�Table II�. Then in the analysis to follow the results associ-
ated to the waves traveling from the left and right sides of

FIG. 13. Comparison for the reactive duct configuration between theory and
experiment of: �a� �S00,00

2,1 � and �S00,00
1,2 � the transmission coefficients vs ka of

mode �0,0� traveling, respectively, from the left to the right side and from
the right to the left side; �b� �S00,00

1,1 � and �S00,00
2,2 � the reflection coefficients of

mode �0,0� coming in the element, respectively, from the left side and from
the right side.
the chamber are discussed separately. Indeed Fig. 14 points
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out the following:

�1� S10,10
2,1 and S10,10

1,1 , the transmission and reflection coeffi-
cients for waves traveling from the left to the right, agree
well with the theory.

�2� For ka up to 2.51 as P10
I+�z� is filtered by the chamber, on

the open side the pressure level is very low. The mea-
surements of both coefficients S10,10

1,2 and S10,10
2,2 are based

on the incoming wave traveling from the right side of the
chamber. This pressure wave results from the reflection
by the duct inlet of the wave which was already trans-
mitted through the chamber. The pressure coming out on
the left side of the chamber which is used to measure
S10,10

1,2 has then been filtered two times. This explains why
in this frequency domain the signal to noise ratio be-
comes so low that such an important discrepancy occurs
between experiment and theory and also why this error is
more important on the transmission coefficient than on
the reflection one. This effect is well reproduced �Fig.
15� by the simulation of the experiment where it was
assumed a 5° discrepancy on temperature and 1°, 5% on,

FIG. 14. Comparison for the reactive duct configuration between theory and
experiment of: �a� �S+10,+10

2,1 � and �S+10,+10
1,2 � the transmission coefficients vs ka

of mode �+1,0� traveling, respectively, from the left to the right side and
from the right to the left side; �b� �S+10,+10

1,1 � and �S+10,+10
2,2 � the reflection coef-

ficients vs ka of mode �+1,0� coming in the element from the left side and
from the right side, respectively.

TABLE II. Cut-off ka frequencies of duct with radius a and b.

�m ,n�
ka

�a=7.48 cm�
ka

�b=5.5 cm�

�0,0� 0 0
�±1,0� 1.8412 2.51
�±2,0� 3.0542 4.16
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respectively, the phase and the amplitude of modal pres-
sure coefficients in the two cross sections. This result
emphasizes also that the measurement of this coefficient
in this propagation condition is very sensitive to errors
on the experimental parameters.

�3� For ka	2.51 the symmetry of the discontinuity with re-
spect to its median plan is verified even for the plane
wave case because the coefficients which are associated
to the waves traveling from the right to the left are
noisier than those traveling from the left to the right.

The incident pressure distributed on mode �2,0� is cut-
off by the chamber for all the ka spectrum studied �Table II�.
The interpretation of the experimental results �Fig. 16� de-
veloped for the mode �1,0� when it is cut-off has to be ex-
tended for the �2,0� mode to all ka studied. Indeed the trans-

FIG. 16. Comparison for the reactive duct configuration with theory of: �a�
�S+20,+20

2,1 � and �S+20,+20
1,2 � the experimental transmission coefficients vs ka of

mode �+2,0�, respectively, from the left to the right side and from the right
to the left side; �b� �S+20,+20

1,1 � and �S+10,+10
2,2 � the experimental reflection coef-

ficients vs ka of mode �+2,0� coming in the element from the left side and
from the right side, respectively.

FIG. 15. For the reactive duct configuration simulation of �S+10,+10
2,1 � and

�S+10,+10
1,2 � the transmission coefficients vs ka of mode �+1,0� with a 5° error

on temperature and �1° ,5% � error on, respectively, the phase and the am-
plitude of the modal pressure coefficients.
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mission coefficient S20,20
2,1 and the reflection one S20,20

1,1 related
to the wave traveling from the left to the right agree with
theory. But the measurement of S20,20

1,2 transmission coeffi-
cient resulting from the wave traveling from the right to the
left is completely wrong while the reflection coefficient S20,20

2,2

is better determined allowing one to verify the symmetry of
the discontinuity with respect to the chamber median plan.

In Fig. 17 are plotted conversion coefficients in trans-
mission and reflection of the mode �−1,0� into the plane
wave. Again the coefficients agree with theory, which pre-
dicts a zero value because of the axisymmetry of the geom-
etry but only for the wave traveling from the left to the right.
The computation by the simulation program of the conver-
sion coefficients in reflection with errors on temperature and
modal coefficients reproduces the experimental curves as
shown in Fig. 18, verifying the high sensitivity of this mea-
surement to uncertainties.

In Fig. 19, the results of the measurement of �S10,10
2,1 �, the

modulus of the transmission coefficient versus ka already
presented in Fig. 14, are compared with the results deduced
when the modal basis used for the calculation of �S� includes
all five modes in the complete frequency domain meaning
that the influence of the evanescent mode is taken into ac-
count. As both curves are superimposed, we can deduce that
in our test configuration the nonpropagating modes can be
neglected.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An experimental procedure was achieved to measure the
scattering matrix of a duct discontinuity for higher order
mode propagation conditions. Straight and reactive type si-

FIG. 17. For the reactive duct configuration, experimental conversion coef-
ficients vs ka for mode �−1,0� into �0,0�: �a� �S00,−10

2,1 � and �S00,−10
1,2 � transmis-

sion, respectively, from the left to the right side and from the right to the left
side; �b� �S00,−10

1,1 � and �S00,−10
2,2 � reflection coming in the element from the left

side and from the right side, respectively.
lencer duct configurations were tested and the experimental
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results compared with theory. The analysis of the results per-
formed mode per mode on the straight configuration showed
that the overdetermination procedure with six loads improves
the results. An analytical procedure of the experiment was
developed and used to point out the sensitivity of the experi-
mental parameters errors on �S� measurements. Indeed, it
was shown to be important but localized very near the mode
cut-off frequency. The other differences between theoretical
and experimental variations of the transmission and reflec-
tion coefficients are explained by the assumption of the non-
realistic theoretical hard duct wall condition. The symmetry
properties of the straight duct geometry with respect to the
duct axis and its medium plan were verified experimentally.

The experiment with the reactive chamber has pointed
out the filtering effect of a reduction of the diameter of the
duct on acoustic modal propagation. Experimental and theo-
retical results agree in the frequency domain where the
modes are cut-on in all test configurations. When the modes
are cut-off by the smaller diameter duct the experimental
results associated to the incident wave coming from the
source side also agree with theory. But the method is unable
to measure �S�, especially the transmission coefficient asso-
ciated to the wave traveling from the open end side in this
frequency domain. The simulation also shows that, in these
conditions, the method is very sensitive to errors leading
clearly to wrong results. When the discontinuity is not sym-
metric with respect to its middle plan, the two source tech-
nique or a permutation of the chamber has to be applied to
improve the results.

FIG. 18. For the reactive duct configuration, simulation with a 5° error on
temperature and �1° ,5% � errors on, respectively, the phase and the ampli-
tude of the modal pressure coefficients of �S00,−10

1,1 � and �S00,−10
2,2 � the conver-

sion coefficients vs ka in reflection for mode �−1,0� into �0,0� respectively
coming in the element from the left side and from the right side.

FIG. 19. For the reactive duct configuration experimental �S+10,+10
2,1 � the trans-

mission coefficient vs ka of mode �+1,0� traveling from the left to the right

side deduced from selective and global methods.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE SCATTERING
MATRIX FROM A GIVEN TRANSFER MATRIX

The transfer matrix �T�N�N of a duct element like this
shown in Fig. 1 is defined by

�PII

Vz
II

2N

= �T�2N�2N � �PI

Vz
I 

2N

. �A1�

P and Vz are, respectively, the total pressure and the axial
acoustic particle velocity vectors expressed versus their
modal description by

�PI,Vz
I�2N = �Pmn

I �zL�,Vz,mn
I �zL��N

t , �A2�

�PII,Vz
II�2N = �Pmn

II �zR�,Vz,mn
II �zR��N

t .

It is well known that the axial acoustic particle velocity is
deduced from the pressure by1

Vz,mn�z� = Ymn
a �Pmn

+ �z� − Pmn
− �z�� �A3�

with Ymn
a = �kmn

a /�0c0k�.
Developing Eq. �A1� and replacing these total acoustic

quantities versus the incident �+� and reflected �−� pressure
and axial particle velocities two relationships are deduced:

�Pmn
II+�zR��N + �Pmn

II−�zR��N = �X+�N�N . �Ppq
I+ �zL��N

+ �X−�N�N . �Ppq
I− �zL��N, �A4�

�Pmn
II+�zR��N − �Pmn

II−�zR��N = �W+�N�N . �Ppq
I+ �zL��N

+ �W−�N�N . �Ppq
I− �zL��N, �A5�

where

�X±�N�N = ��T11�N�N ± �diag�Ymn
a ��N�N . �T12�N�N� , �A6�

�W±�N�N = �diag�Ymn
a ��N�N

−1 . ��T21�N�N

± �diag�Ymn
a ��N�N . �T22�N�N� . �A7�

As the scattering matrix is given by Eq. �1� and using Eqs.
�A5� and �A6� the expressions of the four elementary matri-
ces of �S� vs �X±�N�N and �W±�N�N are deduced:

�S1,1�N�N = ���X−�N�N − �W−�N�N�−1 . ��W+�N�N

− �X+�N�N��N�N, �A8�

�S1,2�N�N = 2��X−�N�N − �W−�N�N�N�N
−1 , �A9�

�S2,2�N�N = �− ��X−�N�N
−1 − �W−�N�N

−1 �−1 . ��X−�N�N
−1

+ �W−�N�N
−1 ��N�N, �A10�

�S2,1�N�N = ���X−�N�N
−1

− �W−�N�N
−1 �−1 . ��X−�N�N

−1 . �X+�N�N

− �W−�−1 . �W+�N�N��N�N. �A11�
N�N
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APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE TRANSFER
MATRICES OF THE STRAIGHT DUCT AND OF
THE REACTIVE CHAMBER CONFIGURATIONS

The scattering matrices of both configurations are de-
duced from their transfer matrices using the relationships

FIG. 20. Schema of the straight duct configuration.
Sa=��a� and Sb=��b� .
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given in Appendix A. Then in the following paragraphs only
the transfer matrices of both configurations are calculated.

The straight duct (Fig. 20). If N modes are cut-on in a
straight duct with radius a located between zL and zR, its
transfer matrix is defined1 also by Eqs. �A1� and �A2�. If
Vz,mn�z� is given by Eq. �A3�, the transfer matrix of a straight
element of radius a and length l is1

FIG. 21. Schema of the reactive chamber configuration.
�Ta,l�2N�2N = � �diag�cos�kmn
a l��N�N �diag��i/Ymn

a � · sin�kmn
a l��N�N

�diag�iYmn
a · sin�kmn

a l��N�N �diag�cos�kmn
a l��N�N

�
2N�2N

. �B1�
Reactive muffler �Fig. 21�. If N modes are cut-on in the
main duct with radius a, the transfer matrix of the duct ele-
ment located between zL and zR is deduced by

�T�2N�2N = �Ta,la
�2N�2N�TConst�2N�2N

��Tb,lb
�2N�2N�TExp�2N�2N�Ta,la

�2N�2N. �B2�

�Ta,la
�2N�2N is the transfer matrix of straight duct with radius

a and length la. �Tb,lb
�2N�2N is the transfer matrix of straight

duct with radius b and length lb.
The transfer matrix of an expansion �TExp�2N�2N is de-

duced by inversing the transfer matrix of the constriction
matrix given by

�TConst�2N�2N = ��F�N�N �0�N�N

�0�N�N �G�N�N
−1 �

2N�2N

. �B3�

�F�N�N and �G�N�N are deduced from the continuity bound-
ary conditions on pressure and axial particle velocity in the
duct crosssection S where the area modification occurs:8

Fpq,mn =
1

Npq
b � �

Sb

�mn
a �pq

b*rdrd� , �B4�

Gmn,pq =
1

Nmn
a � �

Sa

�pq
b �mn

a* rdrd� .

Nmn
b,a=Sb,aJm

2 ��mn��1− �m2 /�mn
2 �� is the normalization factor.

2 2
APPENDIX C: COMPUTATION OF THE PRESSURE
IN THE TWO PAIRS OF DUCT CROSS
SECTIONS DURING THE SIMULATION
PROCEDURE OF THE EXPERIMENT

The expression of the incident pressure �Pmn
I+ �zL��N dis-

tributed on N cut-on modes produced by a point source �Fig.
6� in the semi-infinite duct at zL is given by8

�Pmn
I+ �zL��N = �mnASei�
S−m�S+kmn�zL−zS���N, �C1�

where mn=1/2ikmnNmn
a , AS=1, and 
S=0 are, respectively,

the phase and amplitude of the point source, �S and zS are
angular and axial positions of the point source.

The transmission matrix �TR�N�N of the duct element
�Fig. 6� located between zL and zR is defined as a function of
the incident and transmitted pressures distributed on the
cut-on modes of the main duct by9

�Pmn
II+�zR��N = �TR�N�N . �Pmn

I+ �zL��N. �C2�

If �RI�zL��N�N and �RII�zR��N�N are the reflection matrices
in both cross-section areas located at zL and zR apart from
the discontinuity �Fig. 7� the incident and reflected pres-
sures in zL and zR distributed on cut-on modes of the main
duct are related by

�Pmn
II−�zR��N = �RII�zR��N�N . �Pmn

II+�zR��N and �C3�

�Pmn
I− �zL��N = �RI�zL��N�N . �Pmn

I+ �zL��N.

The reflection matrix in zR is deduced from the reflection
matrix �RII�zend��N�N in the open cross-section area located
at zend computed from a theoretical model which assumes

21
an infinite baffle condition.
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�RII�zR��N�N = �diag�e−ikmnE��N�N
−1 . �RII�zend��N�N

��diag�e+ikmnE��N�N. �C4�

�TR�N�N and �RI�zL��N�N are deduced from the scattering ma-
trix for a given length E load with the relationships:

�TR�N�N

= ��I�N�N − �S22�N�N . �RII�zR��N�N�N�N
−1 . �S21�N�N, �C5�

�RI�zL��N�N

= ��S11�N�N + �S12�N�N . �RII�zR��N�N . �TR�N�N�N�N.

�C6�

The total acoustic pressures in the four cross sections located
at zL ,zL+d ,zR, and zR+d are then deduced by adding the inci-
dent and reflected pressures:

�Pmn
I,II�zL,R��N = �Pmn

I,II+�zL,R��N + �Pmn
I,II−�zL,R��N, �C7�

�Pmn
I,II�zL,R + d��N = �diag�e+ikmnd��N�N . �Pmn

I,II+�zL,R��N

+ �diag�e−ikmnd��N�N . �Pmn
I,II−�zL,R��N.

�C8�

This calculation is performed for q=1, N source configura-
tions �z ,� �q and all loads �Table I�.

FIG. 22. The relative uncertainty vs ka on the determination of the incident
�1,0� modal pressure by the separation technique to 5° in T or 5% in modu-
lus of total modal coefficient.
S S

relationship which gives the error on the incident and reflected m
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APPENDIX D: ANALYTIC SOLUTION OF THE ERROR
CALCULATION ISSUED FROM THE SEPARATION
TECHNIQUE

The complex incident and reflected modal pressures Pmn
+

and Pmn
− are solutions of the following system19 where Pmn

1,2

are the total modal pressures in two cross sections separated
by a distance d �Fig. 2�:

Pmn
+ =

Pmn
1 e−ikmnd − Pmn

2

e−ikmnd − eikmnd ,

Pmn
− =

Pmn
2 − Pmn

1 eikmnd

e−ikmnd − eikmnd . �D1�

If �Pmn
1,2, �kmn, and �d are, respectively, the uncertainties on

the total modal pressures Pmn
1,2, axial wave number, and dis-

tance, the error on Pmn
± can be deduced from

�Pmn
± � �mn

± �Pmn + �mn
± �d�kmn + kmn�d� , �D2�

where

�mn
± =

�Pmn
±

�Pmn
1 +

�Pmn
±

�Pmn
2 =

±e�ikmnd ± 1

e−ikmnd − eikmnd ,

�mn
± =

�Pmn
±

��kmnd�
= ± 2 . i�Pmn

1 − Pmn
2 cos�kmnd�

�e−ikmnd − eikmnd�2 � .

Assuming a reflecting condition where the conversion is ne-
glected:

Pmn
− = Pmn

+ Rmn,mn ⇒ � Pmn
1 = Pmn

+ �1 + Rmn,mn�
Pmn

2 = Pmn
+ �eikmnd + e−ikmndRmn,mn�

the coefficient �± becomes

FIG. 23. The relative uncertainty vs ka on the determination of the incident
plane wave pressure by the separation technique to 5° in T or 5% in modu-
lus of total modal coefficient.
mn
�mn
± = ± 2iPmn

+ � �1 − eikmnd cos�kmnd�� + Rmn,mn�1 − e−ikmnd cos�kmnd��
�e−ikmnd − eikmnd�2 � .

If the hard wall reflection condition �Rmn,mn � =1 and ��Rmn,mn�=0 is assumed, �mn
± = ± iPmn

+ and Eq. �D2� is lead-ing to the

odal pressure relative to the incident modal pressure:
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�Pmn
± /Pmn

± � �mn
± . ��Pmn/Pmn

± � + i�d · �kmn + kmn · �d� .

�D3�

The uncertainty �kmn on the axial wave number kmn is de-
duced from the uncertainties on T the temperature and on fmn

c

cut-off frequency of mode �m ,n� by

�kmn �
�kmn

�c0

�c0

�T
�T +

�kmn

� fmn
c �fmn

c = �mn� �T + �mn�fmn
c ,

�D4�

where c0=20
273+T�330.45+0.607T. As

fmn
c =

c0

2�

�mn

a
, it is easy to show that

�fmn
c � 0.607

�mn

2�a
�T +

c0

2�a
��mn +

�mnc0

2�a2 �a , �D5�

where �mn= �2� /c0�2fmn
c /kmn and �mn� �0.607kmn /c0. ��mn

is an error issued from the measurement duct wall bound-
ary condition and �a the error on the measurement duct
radius.

From the relationships �D3� and �D4� the relative uncer-
tainty �Pmn

+ / Pmn
+ to errors in T, �mn, a can then be deduced.

The contributions to the relative error �Pmn
+ / Pmn

+ vs ka of a
5° error in temperature and 5% error in the modulus of the
total modal pressure are plotted in Fig. 22 for a mode �1,0�
and Fig. 23 for the plane wave. These curves point out that
for the plane case the error on the pressure measurement is
more important than this on the temperature as shown in a
previous study20 while for a higher order mode both contri-
butions are similar in amplitude and become very sensitive
when the frequency tends to be near to the cut-off mode
frequency.
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